
SBS-01C

Every time it's used, current 
consumption is added to SBS-01C.

SBS-01C does not reset even if a 
connection is removed or it is turned 
off.

The consumption capacity returns 
to 0. When you'd like to know the 

*Power supply off isn't done for 5
seconds after a reset. Because data
isn't preserved.

1M23N26733

Please note that the proper default slot for 
this accessory is number 24. This sensor 

in the transmitter's manual.

SBS-01C Current Sensor. Please 

ensure proper current sensor 

you to retain the manual for future 
reference. 

 The SBS-01C will not function properly if 
connected to an S.BUS port or other channel 
ports.

 As with any electronic components, proper 
precautions are urged to prolong the life and 
increase the performance of the SBS-01C. 

 If connected in reverse, explosions or fire 
could occur.

 If the connector works loose during 
model operation, control will be lost and 
cause the potential for extreme danger.

The SBS-01C can monitor and display 

consumption of the drive battery.

 If close to a magnetic body, the DC current 
may not be measured correctly.

 There is danger of ignition and fire.

 Do not use until inspection is complete.

The consumption capacity is indicated.
(It isn't the present battery capacity.)

SBS-01C may break down and fall.

 There is danger of ignition and fire.

https://www.recreationid.com/futaba-rc/


Voltage cable

 Measure the cable and then cut it to the desired length.

Cut approximately 30mm of the black line from the cable.  
Solder the fuse inline on the black  wire and then reattach the section of wire 
that was previously removed. The fuse should be attached as close to the 
external power supply as possible.

Place a piece of heat shrink tubing over the fuse, ensuring that it covers the 
soldered areas.  Shrink the tubing snug to the fuse and the wire using a heat gun.

The cable should be connected as shown in the diagram below.  

 The manual for the Telemetry system should be referred to after the setup is 
complete. Check to make sure it functions as desired and that it provides the 
correct data on the display.

Check out an excellent selection of rc toys we offer on our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/rc-toys.html

